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Figure 1. Golden Joan, by Frémiet, in the Place des Pyramides, Paris.
 
COMSTOCK / Harold Lambert.
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On a spring day in 1992, workmen tore down the
 
scaffolding around the statue of Saint Joan in the
 Place des Pyramides in 
P ris.
 She blazed forth,  
regilded, triumphant, determined. Had she always
 been so golden?
She sits her mount squarely, as if she has taken
 
utter possession of him, the way modern lesbians
 bestride their
 
Harleys. Her  hair, sensibly tied back in 
a ponytail, doesn’t interfere with the bulwark of
 armor that clatters about her. She sits tall in the
 medieval saddle,
 
which  belongs on an elephant, not a  
palfrey, so high, so knob-like, so wobbly it looks.
 Joan is unconcerned by the bulk and weight of her
 armor; she keeps her arms free to hoist a banner for
 Christ.
Why had I never noticed her before as I cut
 
across the rue de Rivoli at the corner of the Louvre?
 The traffic whirls around her and you don’t 
dare 
glance  up as you run for the colonnades that frame  
the Place des Pyramides. If I had noticed her dingy
 monument before, I thought no more about it or her.
 Jeanne d’Arc plays hide-and-seek very well. Where
 you
 
least expect to see her, there she  is, sitting in  plain  
view, scot-free and sure of herself.
We have 
fallen
 out of love with Jeanne. She was  
modernism’s darling. Is it our lack of faith that dri
­ves us away
 
from her? Is it our disdain for the manly  
woman?
Her forbidding haircut, her steadfast faith, spoke
 
to romantics and modernists as they do not speak to
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us. Among modern heroines, real or fictional, Joan 
excited
 far less consterna ­
tion or admiration than such competitors as Salomé, Lulu, Leda, Marie Curie
 or Molly Bloom.
Rarely
 
has faith been so slow in its rewards on earth as Joans was. Burned  
at the stake in 1431 (aged about 19), she was not called Venerable until 1904,
 Blessed until 1909, or Sainted until 1920. Smack-dab in the middle of the
 modernist period, at the debut of a very unsaintly century, she was canonized.
 It took nearly 500 years to 
figure
 out the fine distinctions between heresy and  
faith. That was Joans comeuppance: half
 
a millennium of purgatory for the  
country lass
 
who dared to  be haughty to king  and pope alike. The  Vatican real ­
ly knows how to hold a grudge.
The Paris statue by Emmanuel Frémiet
 
went up in 1874, even before Joan  
became a saint. Joan was wounded close to this spot in 1429, though nearer to
 the intersection of rue de Rivoli and rue St. Honoré. In Frémiet's cast sculp
­ture, she knows what she's doing. But Frémiet has taken no pains to hide her
 womanliness, which is 
an
 artistic coup, insofar as the Joan legend emphasizes  
disguise of her sex. Her womanly face 
shines
 forth like a beacon.
As a flesh-and-blood individual, Joan did less well at the hands of musi
­cians, dramaturges and cinéastes than a modern heroine might have 
done.
 She  
gets portrayed instead as An Idea, A Saint, A Female Fight-Picker.
Joan figures as drawing card or main attraction for diverse speculations by
 
romantics and modernists. Catholic, she exercises a low-key, second-string fas
­cination for some Protestants and Marxists, too. But her influence has waned.
 She has quitted querulous Purgatory for quiet Paradise. Art resists perfection,




Here are the facts, embroidered by legend. Born in January 1412 in Domrémy,
 
Joan, from age 13 on, was urged by Saints Michael, Catherine and Margaret to
 drive the English from France and crown the Dauphin Charles at Rheims.
 Unable to resist these voices, she sought out Charles at Chinon in February
 1429. Charles had her
 
quizzed to prove she was not pulling his leg. She passed  
with 
flying
 colors, so Charles gave her a small military  squad of her  own. With  
this army, Joan liberated Orléans in May 1429; Charles VII was crowned on 17
 July of the same year. Then, behind Joans back, Charles negotiated for peace
 with the Duke of Burgundy, who was an ally of the English. Bolstered by the
 coronation hoopla, the enlarged royalist army, led by Joan, attempted to storm
 English-held Paris. Joan failed. At Compiègne, the Burgundians captured her
 on 23 May 1430 and ransomed her to the English. An ecclesiastical court,
 headed by Pierre Cauchon, Bishop of Beauvais, tried Joan for heresy. Found
 guilty, she was burned on 30 May 1431 at Rouen. A papal commission reha
­bilitated her in 1456 after concluding her trial
 
was fraudulent and invalid.
Between 1841 and 1849, Jules Quicherat published five volumes of trial
 documents and circumstantial testimony, which went some distance in setting
 the record straight about France's derring-do saint.
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Joan reincarnate in so many artists’ imaginations in the span  
of two centuries, from Voltaire to Dreyer? I don’t intend to say
 
anything defin ­
itive about Joan in her manifestations. The act of finding her in her hiding
 places, the discovery of what
 each
 artwork declares about sanctity  or heroism is  




I cannot find St. Joan. No 
one
 owns copies of plays in which she stars. Not  
even secondhand bookstores keep these in stock. I track her down in libraries
 and rare-book rooms.
Recordings of Joan operas are 
equally
 difficult to come by. Either a siren  
song or the tune of an angel, her voice remains a lure to me, but 
one





Joan has an affinity for the stage. She appears among the dramatis personae of
 
Shakespeare, Schiller, Shaw, Anouilh, Brecht, Péguy.
George Bernard Shaw’s Saint Joan (1924) 
lists
 her among the first “Protes ­
tant martyrs.” Shaw deliberately outrages: Luther and Calvin didn’t kick off
 the Protestant Reformation until nearly a century after Joan’s death by fire.
 Shaw means that Joan communicated directly with Saints Margaret, Catherine
 and Michael without the intercession of priest or Church. That makes her
 visionary, not Protestant.
Pious, unflinching, peasant
 
Joan crowned Charles at Rheims; the corona ­
tion consolidated French factions against the English. Shaw’s characterization
 of Joan as a Protestant
 
martyr raises the specter  of Shaw’s ulterior motives: why  
does an Irish Protestant dramaturge write about a French saint who repulsed
 the English? Shaw’s bombastic Preface comments on Joan’s life, trial, incarcer
­ation, rehabilitation, literary incarnation, historical reputation, and contempo
­rary significance. Joan is a New Woman: 
Shaw
 praises her for bobbing her hair  
and wearing pants.




and  tiresome: “Do  blundering old military dug-outs love  
the successful young captains who supersede them? Do ambitious politicians
 love the climbers who take the front seats from them?” Dainty Warwick has a
 similar, though more fastidious turn of mind. Ex post
 
facto, he says Joan’s burn ­
ing was perhaps a miscalculation: “political necessities sometimes turn out to
 be political mistakes.” We can take these messages to heart like quotations
 cribbed from Bartlett’s.
To create a saintly character in a skeptical age requires daring. The attrib
­
utes of sainthood are so passé that I cannot condone them: conviction, ingen
­uousness, innocence. How
 
tedious virtue is: it leaves no room for misbehavior  
or the evolution of the unconscious, which must, for survival, thrive on decep
­
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tion. Innocence baffles me because all of the stories I know are about loss of
 
innocence. Who wants to stay naive forever? Novels, with their rogues’ gal
­leries, disclaim the edifying
 
influence of religion in favor of worldly experience.  
Dostoevsky shows the 
perils
 of purity; innocent Prince Mishkin in The Idiot  
produces cataclysms whenever he enters a room and remains blithely feckless
 about the effects of his actions. Innocence is a social liability.
Rational Shaw says in his Preface that Joan’s voices were more or less hal
­
lucinated projections of an overactive imagination, Neither can Shaw
 
condone  
innocence. Otherwise, his Joan is shrewd, sane, free of affectation, bossy. One
 word drops here and there in the 
play
 to describe her approach: "common ­
sense.” A saint with commonsense is the best a skeptical age can produce. I
 suspect real saints have uncommon sense. Shaw makes her innocence a pre
­tense. Dramatic convention leads us to believe that a character is not what she
 seems. Reality is at odds with appearance. Then again,
 
Joan, a mirage, is all  
appearance.
An Innocent, she succeeds because she remains unwavering in her faith —
 
until scene 6. As an Infidel, I like Joan much more because she breaks down in
 scene 6, shows some human fallibility, signs a recantation. I fixate on this
 moment when she wavers because innocence is nothing until it’s tested. The
 recantation features in many of the hagiographie and skeptical tellings of the
 saint’s life 
because
 the breakdown, a human response, might be rational, as it  
would allow Joan to dodge her accusers and not die
 
by fire. Reason is the thing  
that can save us, maybe, from death.
The chief marvel of Shaw’s long play is a séance after Joan’s partial rehabil
­
itation. The last scene is cathartic because it proves that Joan was right all
 along. Villains merit punishment; the virtuous recognize the error of their
 ways; Warwick, still dainty and shrewd, hasn’t changed, since Shaw’s play
 evolves towards the skeptical rationality that Warwick embodies from the
 beginning. The seance transpires in King Charles’s bedchamber and ghosts
 waft out from behind curtains. Apparently Shaw could not countenance an
 ending with Joan dying on a pyre, so he brought her into Charles’s bedroom







Joan is a saint of the ear, not the eye. She hears St. Margaret’s voice, she
 does not see her face in a vision. Perhaps as a consequence of this aurality,
 opera has been kind to her. Verdi wrote a three-act Giovanna D'Arco (1845),
 ostensibly based on Schiller, but contrived, as Schiller’s play is not, to make
 Giovanna fall in love with King Carlo (that is, the Dauphin Charles). Arthur
 Honegger’s oratorio, using a text 
by
 Paul Claudel, stacks the deck against her  
by putting her on the pyre in Jeanne d'Arc au Bûcher (1938). In 
opera,
 the nine ­
teenth century favors love interest; the twentieth century goes for torment.
Peter Ilyitch Tchaikovsky’s Orleanskaya Dieva, or The Maid of Orleans,
 
composed in 1879, saw the light of day just after Eugene Onegin (written in
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Petersburg on 13 February 1881, Orleanskaya Dieva was not a popular success
 
despite its subject and despite its blockbuster music. Tchaikovsky's operas cling
 to the grand opera repertory with difficulty because they are 
in
 Russian. But  
their Russianness woos me: in a 1974 Melodiya recording by the Bolshoi The
­ater Orchestra conducted by Gennady Rozhedestvensky, mezzo-soprano Irina
 Arkhipova, singing the role of Ioanna, 
lushly
 burbles Russian consonants that  
bristle the hair on my neck. The dark tones of the mezzo give lonna authori
­ty, especially when she prophesies events and croons her grudging love for
 Lionnel. Unwilling to forego her divine mission, she accuses Lionnel of hav
­ing destroyed her with his love at the end of act 3. The unfamiliar 
Russian words fall over 
me
 like a spell: “lubouyu, lubouyu menya sgoobi!”
Tchaikovsky's opera is nowhere to be had commercially. It does not exist
 on CD, though serious collectors might own the vinyl Bolshoi version. Anoth
­er recording, a fibrous 1970s LP by the Kirov State Opera conducted by B.
 Khaikin, may 
well
 have been sung from the lowe t dungeons of hell since the  
voices and orchestra are so badly recorded.
Tchaikovsky, basing his opera 
on
 Schiller’s play, knew Jules Michelet’s  
authoritative 1856 biography Jeanne d'Arc but chose to 
overlook
 it. On 26  
December 1878, Tchaikovsky wrote to Nadezhda von Meek that “the tragedy
 of Schiller — although not factual historically
 
— is a much more valuable and  
far more penetrating study.” Tchaikovsky himself wrote the libretto, presum
­ably to have the freedom to introduce dramatic touches and metrical changes.
 Foremost among these changes, I hear hard reproach in Thibault’s voice when
 Ionna rejects Raymond. She may be a saint, but she still merits her father’s
 rebuke for unruliness and lack of compliance. The musical scoring and libret
­to send unexpected shafts of understanding into Ionna’s character: she uplifts;
 she leads; she prophesies; she loves; she suffers. As in Schiller’s play, she is an
 outcast, but Tchaikovsky exaggerates the possibility that she has made a com
­pact
 
with the devil, which drives her away from the Church and her family and 
further into exile. The implication is that saints (and Russian composers) may
 be given creative inspiration from demons, not angels.
Like Eugene Onegin, this opera depends on the frustration of physical love.
 
Rapture in opera never finds a full outlet except through the voice, whatever the
 contortions and anguish the body undergoes, which is why we can overlook
 unsuitable bodies singing certain roles. But I have to settle for listening to, not
 seeing, The Maid of Orleans. I listen to Ionna reject Raymond, then fall for
 Lionnel, her enemy. She tells him no; but the music says yes. When Lionnel
 first enters, Ionna chases him onstage to the accompaniment of ardent musical
 footfalls. Later, he finds her in hiding, but he dies 
before
 anything untoward  
can happen after singing a rapturous duet in which his voice enwreathes
 Ionna’s. Having created a more human Joan, Tchaikovsky denies her the satis
­faction of human love. Her commitment to the high purpose of saving France




 Eugene Onegin, just when the hero makes up his mind to love the  
heroine, she repulses him. Tchaikovsky is not strong on physical contact, and
 his protagonists are most fulfilled when they sing solos or hide in the forest.
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Rapture, for saints and opera-listeners, occurs best in solitude, where nobody
 
sees, and bliss need never be mentioned after it has taken possession of you and
 left you weak with pleasure.
Listening to Orleanskaya Dieva, I am reminded that, at 14, I 
read
 Beloved  
Friend about Tchaikovsky’s hide-and-seek relationship with Nadezhda von
 Meek. They corresponded for years but never 
actually
 met. (The book left me  
with the impression that everything Russian
 
was sad, brooding, crepuscular and  
violet.) Some of the most satisfying relationships happen only when you set
 pen 
to
 paper and voice your love. Music and sound communicate what physi ­




 the bonfire singing her exaltation, for she will be gathered  
into heaven and has remained true to her superhuman mission: to stay always
 chaste and to think always of France.
Figure 2. Abject Joan, played by Maria Falconetti, 
in







If Tchaikovsky gives Ionna a voice, Carl Theodor Dreyer takes it away 
in
 the  
silent film The Passion of
 
Joan of  Arc (1928). Jehanne’s great medium of instruc ­
tion from the heavenly hosts — her voices — is denied in Dreyer’s silent movie.
 She cannot experience the voices of angels. There are no voices here, just
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images
 of noise imposed on silence. We hear nothing, but see everyone, except  
Jehanne, 
vociferously
 talking. Whereas the inquisitors badger, hector, pester,  
egg, and lecture Jehanne with gestures, she trembles and stares without speak
­ing. From time to time, after long sorrowful contemplation, she mouths a
 French “oui” that 
we
 read off her lips.
Dreyer gives a specific version of the saint: indoor Jehanne, shamed
 Jehanne, serene Jehanne, mute Jehanne, bewildered Jehanne, immovable
 Jehanne, radiant Jehanne. We scrutinize the androgynous features of
 
Maria  
Falconetti (playing the lead) since the camera rarely 
budges
 from its ultra-tight  
close-up on her face. That
 
face! The camera looks her in the eye;  it  catches her  
downcast, uplifted glance. The camera worships her. The head-shots are so
 tight her face pushes the borders of the screen. We cannot look anywhere but
 at those round eyes, aglow with different moods that alight and vanish. We
 have to believe her rapture because we cannot look away. We are always close
 to her, staring at her, and, whether 
we
 want to or not,  venerating her. Towards  
the end of the film, a title says, “Jehanne, this is the last attempt to open your
 eyes to your delusions.” Funny: her eyes have been wide open for most of the
 movie. She covers them in despair only
 
once. Through her eyes, she drinks in  
her persecutors and her beloved crucifix without blinking.
The shots of Jehanne are static. By comparison,
 
the  camera glides along the  
rows of her judges and inquisitors who harangue her to death. They intrigue,
 gossip, and machinate. No voices distract us from their faces which are male
 and worldly, their features exaggerated: all wens, concavities, crags, sockets,
 tonsures, 
l
ines, wagging tongues, deformities, beetling brows, leers, wrinkles,  
and bad
 
teeth. Remarkably, the eyes of one clergyman  have no color,  like blank,  
evil sockets on a statue. Jehanne’s tear-soaked eyes must be read as innocence
 by comparison to the priest’s glassy stare. Her teeth, too, are perfect. The 
one clergyman who wants to help Jehanne is also young, unlined, and therefore
 innocent. Spirituality sides with physical beauty and youth in this film. To be





taking Jehanne away from the battlefields where she seized victory from  
the jaws of defeat, Dreyer makes her impassive. She scarcely moves. She has
 faith. Nothing fazes her. When her gaolers poke her with straws, she doesn’t
 flinch. When they chuck her chin, she doesn’t flinch. When they put a rope
 crown on her, she doesn’t flinch. When they stick an arrow
 
under her arm, she  
doesn’t flinch. Impassive Jehanne doesn’t rebel when they shear off her hair.
 Nothing sways her from her faith. This is what it is like to look sainthood in
 the face, in rapturous close-ups: sainthood doesn’t move. It is frightening to
 see Jehanne’s resignation after seeing the drama of emotions 
in
 her face. You  
can see she has subdued her fighting spirit to a higher purpose.
Although I know her fate perfectly well, I find myself wondering how
 
Jehanne will die. Shaw has the death scene offstage. Schiller and Brecht have
 her covered with banners without burning at the stake. But no, Dreyer shows
 Jehanne on the pyre being singed
 
by flames,  the shock of her burning  registered  
in Falconetti’s astonishing
 
facial expressions. (Ingrid Bergman in the 1948 Joan  
of
 











A change of atmosphere: roaring, bidding on
 
the Chicago Livestock Exchange.
Meaning: Communism. Capitalism. Class struggle.
Vehicle: Newspaperboys dart across the stage shouting, “Extra, extra!”





when to buy and sell canned meat and cattle. Buy! Buy! Buy! Sell!
(You expected Germany? You expected Sally Bowles at the cabaret doing
 her shtick?)
Benevolent Brecht’s Saint Joan of the Stockyards premiered at the Hamburg
 
Deutsches Schauspielhaus in 1959, three years after the playwrights death,
 even though it was written almost thirty years earlier. The play has never
 
been  
much of a success in production and is not often mounted. Ive 
never
 seen it  
staged.
In Brecht’s non-Aristotelian theater, there will be no catharsis but plenty of
 
instruction. Everything we need to know about the arbitrariness of assigned
 value crops up: steer prices rise and fall according to human whim, not any
 intrinsic value in the product. The belly-aching, lumpen Mrs. Luckerniddle
 gets on my nerves as she keeps importuning everyone for a bowl of soup. The
 Black Straw Hats preach the word of
 
God but turf Joan Dark as soon as she  
can’t cough up money for rent. Small-time speculators treble their woes like
 nitpicking Sadducees or choric Greeks: “Forever opaque / Stand the eternal
 laws of / Human economy.” Joan penetrates this obscurity with a 
vision
 of doc ­
trinal 
Das
 Kapital; in the System, “Those on top / Are where they are because  
the others / Are down below, and they 
will
 stay up top / Only so long as the  
others stay down.” She likens the whole to a seesaw. Instructional Joan
 explains the whole shebang.
Come on, Joan. Get off your high horse.
The brilliant tension of the 
play
 comes not from Joan Dark leading a Gen ­
eral Strike but in the bidding war of Slift (the factotum of Mauler) against
 Speculators, Breeders, 
Packers.
 Joan counsels Mauler to buy up canned meat  
(Commodity) and livestock (Resource) against his materialist conscience and
 he ends up by hook or by
 
crook with a monopoly that allows him to control the  
price of both (Supply-side Capitalism). So Capitalists come out ahead even
 when they follow divine advice.
Looks good on you, Joan.
Yet Brecht’s Joan Dark has a tragic dimension. A saint, by virtue of
 
her  
sanctity, cannot belong to any group. The Black Straw Hats throw her out.
 The people renounce her. She double-crosses the workers by not delivering a
 message calling for a general strike. Joan has second thoughts about her mis
­sion as she huddles in the snow and the cold
 
waiting for the three labor leaders 
to whom she is supposed to give the instructional letter. Her failure of faith has
 consequences for the communist labor 
leaders
 and their planned strike. This  
failure torments Joan; it is the equivalent of her recantation in Shaw’s play.
 Before she can rectify it, before she can 
deliver 
the message, she dies. Quick as  
a flash, Slift canonizes her for her work
 
in the stockyard, and her final message  
— “top and
 
bottom have two languages,” et cetera — gets drowned out by Slift’s  
9
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vision. The death and apotheosis have no lasting signifi ­
cance, which means Joan dies in vain. Because of her isolation, she takes on
 tragic dimensions; because she is misunderstood, I begin to 
like
 her.
Much more than prosy Joan, I admire Mauler, the Capitalist, who 
gets
 the  
hog
'
s share of poetry in Saint Joan of the Stockyards. Far outstripping Joan,  
Mauler has the best grasp of the rise-and-fall tumult of stocks and commodi
­ties. Even
 
when he wants to do good deeds, he ends up rich, rich, rich. If Joan  
eventually has to be unattached to 
any
 group in order to convey her message,  
Mauler begins as an isolated 
figure
 who is well on the way to self-understand ­
ing. The saint
 
herself does not  change but she effects change in those who sur ­
round her. Joan Dark conveys messages,
 
but Mauler receives and acts on them.  
His
 
worldliness has more meaning than her otherworldliness  because he can do  
good whereas she can only refer to it as an abstraction. Joan doesn’t aspire to
 anything since she already possesses truth and speaks it with the tongue of
 
a  
Marxist angel. Mauler changes and his poetry reflects his gracious insight into
 Joan’s sermonizing and his own 
role
 in the ups and downs of markets.
Mauler gets pegged for all the wrongs of the world: when he’s too rich he’s
 a greedy leech and therefore reviled; when he loses everything he’s a hopeless
 ne’er-do-well who can’t beg or
 
borrow a penny. Among the large cast, Mauler  
is the only one who mentions “[t]he inner man, neglected and repressed. . . .”
 He brings about an equitable solution to the market fluctuations of canned
 meat, but not without a rousing indictment of others’ hypocrisy. In this case,
 he addresses a rascally rent-grubbing, praise-the-lord major: “I see, you
 thought you’
d
 build your house beneath / The shade I cast. To you a man is one 
/ Who helps you, just as to me a man was someone / To prey on.”
I 
like




Saints are ungraspable because of their connection to a spiritual world. I con
­
fess I am not Catholic and have never read 
any
 saints’ lives that might have  
improved my 
morals
 or given me spiritual  guidance that  I could apply  to every ­
day life. Lacking the patience of a  saint, I cannot hope for redemption and can ­
not see the point, as a fallen creature, of
 
reading about irreproachable virtue.  
What lessons can I learn from people tortured or stoned or burned to death?
 Sainthood sticks in my craw the way
 
pebbles stick in a chicken’s gizzard: indi ­




Religion was meted out
 
to me in miniature doses, as if too much might turn my  
brain. My parents were utterly indifferent to religion. Out of indifference, my
 mother allowed
 
my grandmother to take  us children to church  on Sunday to lis ­
ten to some windy hymns and shake each other’s hands in a sign of peace.
 (Looking back at my parents’ inconsistent behavior, I realize that they wanted
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to dawdle about the house, smooch, and have sex, while their children became
 
holy.) We went to a
 
collapsing, white, country church with a wheezy organ and  
hard-as-rock pews. The building was opened once a week and emitted a wet,
 impure odor from the crawl-space beneath the buckling floorboards. After the
 sermon, we attended Sunday school where we read story-books in which Jesus,
 looking well-groomed, with a neatly trimmed beard and glowing white com
­plexion, urged pious little children to come unto him.
The church we attended was United, a particularly Canadian denomina
­
tion, formed in 1925 by Methodists, Congregationalists and Presbyterians who
 banded together
 
because they collectively felt that Protestants needed a greater  
political purpose in the throes of modernist
 
secularization. The three sects con ­
solidated to uphold temperance and social programs. Such a Protestant and
 purposeful congregation had no use for 
saints
 and so devoted its zeal to bake  
sales and community aid. The women of the United Church were particularly
 effective at holding quilting bees and throwing fund-raising events for people
 in the community who had lost their property or livelihood. The United
 Church has a tradition of progressive thinking, being the first to ordain gay
 ministers, and being the first to espouse other liberal issues in a pragmatic way.
At the age of 20, I turned apostate, at least in 
my
 mind, for I had not been  
to a United Church or any other service in years. Protestants have a habit of
 dissenting, and so I dissented.
In my apostasy, I took up, much as 
one
 falls in love as a teenager for pure ­
ly sensual reasons, with Roman Catholicism, because I was awed 
by
 the  
embroidered priests’ vestments, the sumptuous masses and requiems, the rose
 windows, the novels of Stendhal, the ritual, the mysteries of transubstantiation,
 the ornamented chalices. I read Dubliners and Paradise Lost and felt myself cast
 out of Eden. Reading offered an avenue into a spiritual life that looked much
 more rewarding than any I glimpsed in the meager, drafty, country church
 where I listened to sermons as a child.
All the suffering
 
of Catholic saints,  I figured, had to be good for something  
and because I, too, was suffering in obscure and misunderstood ways having to
 do with burgeoning 
sexuality
 and young adulthood, I could draw solace from  
the martyrdom of the Catholic faithful. In the circles of heavenly hosts —
 
the  
thrones, dominions, cherubs, seraphs, angels, archangels — I glimpsed a social
 organization rich in complexity. The social ranks in heaven had the nuance
 and intrigue of
 
Proustian society, in which one could rise or fall, snub or be  
snubbed unintentionally, but in which there was also a secure sense of hierar
­chy. Protestant egalitarianism left nothing for the imagination. Under the
 influence of T. S. Eliot’s serenely high Anglican poetry and the paintings of Fra
 Angelico in the monks’ cells at San Marco in Florence, I thought I might con
­vert to the Catholic Church. Without taking communion, I attended services
 and tried to 
l
ive a dutifully Christian life.
That phase of 
my
 life lasted for a year or so.
In the end, I couldn’t imagine that a change of faith would solve my
 
prob ­
lems. One Christian God, I reasoned, was much
 
like another. I took up smok ­
ing cigarettes instead and attending neo-realist Italian films such as Red Desert
 by Antonioni and reading Nausea by Sartre. It was another way of being twen-
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ty and misunderstood. However, it was indisputably more chic and bohemian
 
to drink strong caffeinated coffee and argue existentialism until 
dawn
 on a  
Saturday night than 
to
 sacrifice Sunday mornings to Christ and choirs.
Figure 3. Rustic “Joan of Arc” 
by
 Gustave Bastien-Lepage. The Metropolitan  






 painter Gustave Bastien-Lepage, in his 1879 tableau of heav ­
enly visions, “Joan of Arc,” places Joan in an orchard. The painting hangs in
 the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.
Bastien-Lepage’s Joan, 
dazed,
 gazes out beyond the orchard to a horizon  
we cannot see. The 
saints
 Michael (holding a sword towards Joan), Catherine  
(praying) and Margaret (weeping) are tangled in the branches of the trees.
 They face Joan but she doesn’t face them. She’s in the thick of a vision. Their
 incorporeal, see-through bodies blend with the gold 
stones
 of a cottage in the  
middle ground of the painting. Joan has left off her spinning; the spindle,
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abandoned, sits to the left, and her stool is overturned.
As a peasant girl about to take up the sacred mission of driving out the
 
English and saving France, she’s not yet in the company of saints. She wears a
 laced-up rustic
 
bodice and looks every  inch the bumpkin. Saints come from the  
soil. Saints come out of everyday experience. They understand the dignity of
 labor. Part of
 
the tension of  this realist painting stems from the division  
between realist style and spiritual content. Nineteenth-century secularization
 of bucolic subjects (gleaners, rock-splitters, farmers) makes it hard to paint
 saints and get away with 
it.
 Nature is spiritual, sure, but who has seen saints  
hovering in trees?
The painting reminds me of Frémiet’s statue 
in
 the Place des Pyramides  
sculpted in the same decade. Bastien-Lepage shows her being called; Frémiet
 shows her at a triumphant moment.
Joan is a quintessentially French saint. In a mission as much political as
 
holy, she drove out the English, who still belonged to the Roman Catholic
 Church in the 1420s. Though the French remain proud of her anglophobia,
 they choose to overlook
 
the fact that this was a  battle among the Catholic faith ­
ful. Late nineteenth-century French artists resurrect her as a national martyr;
 Shaw calls her an “apostle of Nationalism.” Since the Reformation, it is easier
 to make Joan a saint defending the Catholic faith. An enemy of
 
the English  
Catholics, she was tried and sentenced by a Catholic ecclesiastical court. That
 fact seems 
to
 disappear from her legend, and her defence of France becomes  
paramount 
in
 the nineteenth century.
In the 1870s, France
 
withstood the Franco-Prussian War, the declaration of  
the Third French Republic, and the Paris Commune. Only a saint could unite
 the split between 
Paris
 and provinces, republicans and monarchists in the  
1870s. Joan, shown by Frémiet and Bastien-Lepage at moments of vision 
and triumph, could effect that unification. And Bastien-Lepage costumes her in
 peasant garb, not armor, 
to





Back to Joan, the ur-Joan, the Joan of 
Joans:
 Schiller’s Johanna, immortal  
Fräulein of earth and petticoats, romantic death-defying saint, The Maid of
 Orleans (1801). This is a Johanna I have looked for in vain: a flesh-and-blood
 heroine who can see the future, who effortlessly converts dissenters to her
 cause, who rages and deals death to her enemies.
Friedrich Schiller penned his Maid of Orleans half a century before
 
Quicherat published Johanna’s trial proceedings. Without the hindrance of
 documents, his imagination runs rampant over her legend. Instead of the hyp
­ocritical
 
Archbishop of Rheims who shows up in later plays and films, Schiller’s  
Archbishop is benevolent. His Duke of Burgundy has more faith. His Bastard
 Dunois has more manliness. His English foes have 
dread
 and superstition. His  
Charles has amorous vulnerability. His iambic pentameters have thunder. His
 drama has classical twists and reversals. His plot has Romantic paradox.
Schiller’s Johanna forgoes marriage for politics. She refuses to marry a sen
­
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sitive country lad named Raimond because her soul is married already to God
 
and Mary and the
 
just cause of France. Later, Dunois and La Hire both pro ­
pose marriage to her. When banished by the French, Raimond reappears to
 swoop her up, a gallant and true love. Lionel, an Englishman whom Johanna
 spares in battle, offers to marry
 
her when she is captured: “Reply to me, Johan ­
na! Be thou mine, / And I’ll protect thee, e’en against a world.” Johanna refus
­es him, as she refuses all others. Schiller’s Johanna is more maidenly than all
 the other
 
versions of the legend put together.
Johanna’s renunciation of marriage makes us see that she has a higher calling
 that constrains her to act. Agnes Sorel, Charles’ mistress, figures prominently as
 an example of noble, romantic virtue. She gives her gold and
 
jewels to save  
Charles and France. 
She
 is the one who calls for a purer life: “Let us cast all  




Frederick  Schiller (London 1920).  
Robarts Library, University of Toronto.
superficial sham / Of
 
life away from us! Let
 me give thee / A noble
 instance of renuncia
­tion!” Sorel’s desire to
 wander through Nature,
 making stones into pil
­lows, is made real by
 banished Johanna later
 
in
 the play. Sorel, how ­
ever, is getting at an
 example of secular,
 romantic love that
 makes Johanna’s sacri
­fice to God’s plan
 understandable. The
 options are earthly
 romance or spiritual
 dedication. Hence, we
 see Johanna as a saint
 (finally) because she
 gives up the things of
 this world.
The Schiller maid is
 
more brazen in battle
 than all the other ver
­sions. She slays and
 storms: “Throw fire in
 their tents! / Let raging
 flame intensify dismay /
 And, threatening round
 about, let death
 
embrace  
them!” No timid wench,
 Joan is a 
termagant,
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Her enemies dread her arrival. They quake before her: “deadly is 
encounter
 with  
the virgin.” Battle-ax, bow or blunderbuss would fit 
her
 hand. (Ingrid Bergmans  
Joan politely forbids swearing and daintily stalks around with a banner, never a
 sword. And never, never does she dare to sit astride a horse, except in publicity
 photos for the movie.) Schiller
'
s Johanna fights her own battles. No one thinks 
her unwomanly for fighting; in fact, her fierceness induces several marriage pro
­posals.
Johanna narrates the Virgin Mary’s visitations to her. She sees the future
 
and tells it straight up. She speaks her mind. Her prophesies arise from her
 direct line to Mary and the 
saints.
 She bears a thunderbolt in her mouth. Even  
her enemies grant her miraculous insight: “The Maiden knew the weak spot of
 our camp, / She knew just
 
where our fear  was to be found.” Everyone refers to  
her as a seer. Schiller makes it clear why she is a saint and why, therefore, she
 is revered: her mission is holy and her powers are superhuman. Neither Shaw
 nor Brecht nor Dreyer hazard showing her predicting the future. They don’t
 dare make her superhuman or prophetic, nor do they depict her engaged 
in mortal combat.
Although his Johanna has little basis 
in
 historical fact, Schiller hits a truth  
about her sanctity that convinces us that she is God-sent, wrathful and right
­eous. Johanna endures agony because her immortal mission to kill the enemy
 and save France conflicts with her Christian mercy not to kill and save her
 Catholic soul. At the height of her success, everyone believes in her even
 though she has doubts; in all other plays, others doubt yet she believes in her
­self. Thus her suffering culminates at Charles’s coronation. At the height of
 her success, she is most anguished, so anguished that “she rushes pale from the
 Church” that has hitherto been her sanctuary. Contradictions overwhelm
 Johanna, saint on earth, vouchsafed to wage military battle even though she’s a
 pious, merciful Christian. Schiller shows what it 
means
 to be a saint and a  




Rumors about Jeanne fly
 
around France still. According to hearsay, she was the  
sister of Charles, sent out for her own protection to surrogate parents. A fos
­ter-child, she is shunted off
 
like a babe in a Shakespeare play to be raised in  
obscurity (not to become, however, the full-grown Joan of 7 Henry VI). When
 La 
Pucelie
 challenges Charles to fight in 7 Henry VI, certain far-fetched mod ­
ern interpreters and rumor-mongers would say that she defeats him as a sister
 would defeat a brother in a domestic tussle. The idea of
 
mysterious birth fol ­
lowed by hidden nobility is a Renaissance one. Indeed, Jehanne / Jeanne /
 Ionna / Joan / Johanna
 
/ Giovanna survives in twentieth-century drama and art  
as a vestige of a Renaissance plot carried across centuries: the changeling, the
 misunderstood identity, the persecution, the ignominious death. We hug Joan
 to us because she reminds us that tragic heroism comes from 
public
 disapproval  
and confusion of identity. According to the contemporary French notion, the
 misunderstanding is that she’s royal by birth.
Joan has been embraced by the contemporary French right. Ultra-conser-
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Figure 5. Ingrid Bergman as Joan the proto-robot 
in
 Joan of Arc (1948).  
MOMA Film Stills Archive.
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vatives have championed her as the symbol of untarnished virtue in France.
 
Groups like l’Action Française, as well as la Contre-Réforme Catholique, claim
 her as “le symbole de la France des traditions,” according to a communiqué
 from these groups quoted on 16 May 1995 
in
 Le Monde, just after the annual  
Joan of Arc fête. Conservatives are responsible for regilding the Frémiet stat
­ue in the Place des Pyramides. 
Also
 in 1995, during the Joan of Arc homage  
in Montpellier, a coalition of leftist groups faced off against a small troop of
 right-wing Front National supporters; after police intervention, the heckling
 leftists and obstinate rightists separated without incident. Joan still gets blood
 racing among the French.
Now an icon of the right, she was adopted during Vichy France as a sym
­
bol of the 
resistance
 (the underdog repelling the invader). That incarnation  
does not diminish her role as an avatar of French national purity. It was possi
­ble between 1940 and 1945 to be pro-France and liberal when military threat
 came from without, just as it is now
 
possible to be pro-France and conservative,  
when disabling threats to French culture are perceived to come from within.
 Joan has passed from a leftist resistance fighter believing 
in
 Freedom and  
France to a rightist conservative believing in God and France. Joan is now, as







Stumbling into an Ali Baba
'
s cave full of a trove of Joans of Arc, I have dis ­
covered a glittering array of treasure. There are so many to choose from 
in
 this  
cache that I cannot take all away. A reader’s desperation overcomes me: I
 refuse to devote more time to
 
Joan. Surfeit begins to dull the senses.
Some Joans must 
be
 neglected, such as Voltaire’s satiric poem La Pucelle  
d'Orléans 
in
 twenty cantos (1755), Jean Anouilh’s play L'Alouette (1953), 
Thomas DeQuincey’s lyrical essay “Joan of Arc” 
(1847),
 Emma Robinson’s  
novel The Maid of Orleans: a Romantic Chronicle (1858), Mark Twain’s novel
 Personal Recollections of
 
Joan of  Arc by the Sieur de Conte (1896), Georges Méliès’  
filmed tableaux Jeanne d'Arc 
(1900),
 Cecil B. DeMille’s Joan the Woman, star ­
ring the opera diva Geraldine Farrar (1916), Robert Bresson’s film Le Procès de
 Jeanne d'Arc (1962), Jacques Rivette’s two-part epic film Jeanne la Pucelie
 (1994), Anatole France’s Vie de Jeanne d'Arc (1909), and Vita Sackville-West’s
 biography Saint Joan of
 
Arc (1936). Cashing in on musical theater’s obsession  
with historical subjects, Jeanne, the musical, played in May 1995 and again 
in February 1997 in Montreal; the production has ambitions of heading to
 Broadway.
All of these incarnations of the Joan legend indicate how often she has
 
brushed the last two secular centuries with the wing of faith. Yet she remains
 as elusive as a holy ghost, squeezed out of our consciousness by our difficulty of
 accepting the idea of
 
spiritual life in a scientific and technological age, or our  
difficulty of
 
accepting a brazen Amazon in petticoats and armor, or our diffi ­
culty of accepting the ingenuousness of a saint caught in a shady political
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milieu. Moreover, “hearing voices” sounds like schizophrenia, and Joan would
 
probably be given medication 
to
 bring her under control in our pharmaceuti ­
cally prone era.
Innocence is an intolerable condition 
in
 a fallen world. It is all the more  
intolerable that it is not tainted by its contact with a set of dire circumstances,
 such as Charles’s collapsing kingdom and the forces that push each character to
 act selfishly. We 
expect
 that everyone acts from self-interest and that ulterior  
motives operate even in the most civil situations. Joan confounds those cate
­gories of deceit and innocence by arriving, heaven-sent, to perform a 
mission, and by sticking 
to
 her story that she heard the voices of saints.
By virtue of Jehanne’s representation in literature, painting, sculpture, film,
 drama, history and biography, we expect her to behave as a theatrical character
 might, like 
one
 of the cast, or with purposeful ambition, like a star in a movie.  
Yet these expectations are determined not by Jeanne but by our conventions of
 seeing characters behave 
in
 fixed ways because they live only in novels or plays.  
The only way
 
we’ll ever get to know Giovanna, barring outside chance of mys ­
tical contact, is through culture. Joan the Manly-Woman Saint is hard to deci
­pher because she has more heads than the hydra, and each of her aspects is
 enmeshed in sets of conventions. For instance, her history over the last centu
­ry could 
be
 read as a history of cinema, rather than a recording of the events of  
her life. Johanna does not permit definitive interpretations. We keep invent
­ing her according to our needs, which is the dishonorable prerogative of the
 imagination.
Joan is antithetical to modernism, that age of burnt-out faith and worried-
 
away hope. She may resemble a suffragette, but she is really a model of suffer
­ing, not suffrage. She may
 
be a psychological case study, but such purity resists  
incorporation into a model of pathology.






I have pursued Joan from New York to Paris and Orléans and back to Toronto.
 
I found aspects of her 
in
 libraries and music halls, listening rooms and newspa ­
pers. She is more scattered than the torn body of 
Osiris.I will end
 
with Michel Tournier’s Gilles  et Jeanne, published in 1983. As the  
title indicates, the novel places its emphasis on symbiosis of
 
identity between  
Jeanne and 
Gilles
 de Rais who fought thigh-by-thigh during military cam ­
paigns. Jeanne dies again, tied to a stake, burned alive, by page 44 of this 152-
 page fable. Writing 
in
 the white spaces left by historical and sacred texts,  
Tournier makes Gilles de Rais’s life an inversion of the saintly progress. A ser
­ial-killing monster, Gilles abducts young
 
boys, sodomizes them, and kills them,  
in the hope that 
he
 will achieve, by a descent into the depths of human deprav ­
ity, a cleansing of his soul. Gilles commits evil acts in order to duplicate the
 saint’s life: her influence is not all good, nor are her actions well interpreted by
 this soft-headed aristocrat.
The procedure that Gilles submits to differs from the saint’s life insofar as
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 undergoes the extremes of human evil. Through alchemy and murder, he  
pushes himself
 
“au plus noir de sa mauvaiseté, puis, par l’opération ignée, lui  
faire subir une inversion bénigne semblable à celle qui transmue en 
or
 le plomb  
ignoble. Il devenait un saint auréolé!” [to the blackest depths of his own evil,  
and then, by an alchemistic operation, underwent an inversion much like the
 
one
 that transmutes ignoble lead into gold. He became a hallowed saint!]. Not  
likely: the alchemistic transformation denies the basic fact of sainthood. Saints
 are born; they are not made. To approach sanctity by scientific steps, Gilles
 ignores the innate beatitude of Jeanne. Quick reversals from evil to faith are
 miracles. The pattern of the saint’s life, with its tradition of living 
in
 imitatio  
Christi, fails because of human foible. The deviations of personality that deter
­mine destiny forbid Gilles from becoming a saint.
Saints’ lives unfold without trouble 
whereas
 ordinary human lives unfold  
with detours through darkness. In the fifteenth century, when angels and 
saints crowded the atmosphere, people held daily commerce with God. Je n e’s voic
­es are celestial while Gilles hears the voices of demons: “Je les sens parfois qui
 me frôlent et murmurent à mes oreilles des choses obscures que je ne com
­prends pas et que je tremble de comprendre un jour.” [I feel them sometimes.
 They brush my ears and murmur obscure things that I don’t understand. I
 tremble 
to
 think that I will understand them one day.] To have devils rub 
against you 
and
 whisper obscure things is to see yourself taken in hand by  
supernatural forces and to hope that those forces might lead you 
in
 the right  
direction. Gilles, lacking moral sense, expects that things will turn out for the
 best. It is the very blindness of his pursuits that make them a story. Novels
 arise from imperfection, not purity. The misguided life of
 
Gilles is an adven ­
ture in a way that Jeanne’s never can be. The black deeds of his adventure writ
­ten in the white spaces left by history permits a telling of woes and secrets that
 the open-book life of Jeanne cannot have. The narrative of the saint’s life can
­not contain the black spores of secrets that grow into the ugly boles of evil.
 Without secrets, the saint’s life has a different logic of narrative to it. It is not
 propelled by disclosure, since we know from the beginning that the saint is sin
­cere. “Les choses obscures” deserve explanation and expiation: the narrative of
 Gilles de Rais is a bringing 
to
 light of obscurities, whereas the celestial voices  
of Jeanne tell her things that are self-evident, unambiguous and comprehensi
­ble from the beginning. There is no guile in heaven, no deception among the
 saints.
Tournier’s Gilles et Jeanne turns away from Jeanne, which relieves me. The
 
novel measures the punishment that 
saints
 demand from mortals, insofar as  
Jeanne causes Gilles to imitate her 
in
 a hideous, sadistic inversion of what she  
enacted. The influence of
 
saints does not need to be positive or benign. The  
corrupt mind will interpret the saint’s life corruptly. Like Gilles, I can imitate
 the life of the saint if I choose, but I would do so 
in
 the understanding that I  
am not holy. 
Gilles
 takes a distinctly postlapsarian  view of his life. Exiled from  






 out the promise of perfection that we clutch at. Joan is most ­
ly a construction f the imagination. Like Gilles, burned at the stake for his
 
confess
ed crimes, we still expect to hear, at moments of catastrophe and trans ­
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figuration, the celestial call that may be the voices of fantasy or the voices of
 
saint
s, booming like a distant, resonant bell, crying the name that sustains faith  
and offers promises destined to be broken, the name that so many have already
 invoked: “Jeanne! Jeanne! Jeanne!”
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